
FAQs:
The Queendom Experience at Artist’s Studio in Dubai:

1) What should I bring to my session, and should I come with my own makeup?
You just need to bring yourself with your daily makeup. Of course, it's always fun for Marta to
add into the styling something very personal, something dear, something with a story. In
Queendom Studio there are many beautiful materials and accessories to choose from, and
sometimes mixing and matching with the client's own stu� is great. This gives you the best
of both worlds.There are also people who came with nothing, so you don't have to worry,
Marta has you covered :)

2.) What happens when I buy a GIFT CARD? We have three types of Gift Cards on our
website: Standard Queendom Experience (USD650) and Crystal Queendom Experience
(USD1000) and DIAMOND Experience (USD1550). The gifted can schedule their session
whenever suits them within 12 months after they receive the gift card.

By the way, It's always an option to buy a gift card for yourself, and we'll schedule you as
soon as there's an opening ( it's a great option if you like the session date to be
spontaneous and you can be flexible for whenever you feel it’s the right moment ! )

3. Can you tell me how this private session works? It's based on connection via
conversation, the artist gets to know the sitter and starts getting the vision, the sitter gets
involved and inspires the final look - we can pick out the color palette and specific items so
they are aligned with the sitter's preferences, but in the end: TRUST THE PROCESS, trust the
artist's inspiration of her muse (you!) and trust the magic that happens as it happens.

4. How long is the private session? This process (a ritual) takes about 90 minutes for
“Standard” and 120 minutes for “Crystal” or other higher packages, and it includes a chat
with a cup of fresh mint tea and before the creative process of transformation begins!



5.) How do I get a COUPLE portrait & how much does it cost? You can upgrade to an
additional member after booking the Standard Queendom Experience. Additional members
will cost + USD350, for example a duo will cost 650 + 350 USD, 3 final portraits - one of each
individual and one of you together. This session is 120 minutes long.

6.) What about a FAMILY of 3, 4 or 5? Once you've booked the Standard Queendom
Experience, let us know you're getting a family portrait. For a family of four to five members,
the price is 1350 USD, for a family of 3 the price is 1100 USD. The family can choose from 3
di�erent settings, depending on their wants. The additional fee can be paid on the day of
the session or transferred before the final pictures are sent. ALL pets are welcome - no extra
fee :)

7.) How long does the family session take? For the family session, we limit it from 120 to
150 minutes, because when each member has to get aligned styling, it takes at least an hour
just for this part and we need to make sure that the kids (small one) don’t get too tired
before the session starts :)

8.) For the family session, we limit it from 120 to 150 minutes, because when each member
has to get aligned styling, it takes at least an hour and we make sure that the kids
(especially if they are very small) don’t get too tired - or bored :)

9.) Is it possible to have more portraits with di�erent stylings for one person? Sure,
when you arrive at the session, we'll arrange two art direction styles. Each additional style
costs 350 USD ( within 120 minutes )

10.) Is it possible for a sitter to get all the photos and choose the final portrait? The
portraits you've seen from Marta are all her curation, not her clients'. When you trust the
artistic process, you get the best results. If you love the other works, you will LOVE yours too.

11.) After the portrait session, what happens? Your high res artistic portrait will be
emailed to you in approx 7 working days. If you have upgraded to the Crystal package, or
Diamond with adding a print or frame will take up to 14 days.

12.) What's the future plan for this project? It's an artistic on-going project. You might
be chosen - if Marta feels inspired - for her future global exhibitions and books. (It's OK if
you don't want it to be on social media or exhibited, just tell Marta in advance.)

13.) Can I come to a session with a friend or partner? Of course, they are welcome!

14.) Do we need to give to an artist any pre-existing information before the session
happens? Do we need a meeting before possible? There is no need to communicate
after the online booking yet of course - you can always send us a message with certain
information about you if you feel like it’s important, but initially The Queendom Experience is



all about being in the moment and letting the inspiration unfold as it is. We have meetings
only for bigger complex projects.

12.) What's the pricing for other projects listed on the OFFERINGS page? We
customize every project so email us and let us know as much as you can, like the location,
time, and we'll send you a proposal and quote.

Thank you! Marta is looking forward to creating her magic with you soon!


